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Limited observations of active turbidity currents at field scales challenges the 8 

development of theory that links flow dynamics to the morphology of submarine fans. 9 

Here we offer a framework for predicting submarine fan morphologies by simplifying 10 

critical environmental forcings such as regional slopes and properties of sediments, 11 

through densimetric Froude (ratio of inertial to gravitational forces) and Rouse 12 

numbers (ratio of settling velocity of sediments to shear velocity) of turbidity 13 

currents. We leverage a depth-average process-based numerical model to simulate an 14 

array of submarine fans and measure rugosity as a proxy for their morphological 15 

complexity. We show a systematic increase in rugosity by either increasing the 16 

densimetric Froude number or decreasing the Rouse number of turbidity currents. 17 

These trends reflect gradients in the dynamics of channel migration on the fan surface 18 

and help discriminate submarine fans that effectively sequester organic carbon rich 19 

mud in deep ocean strata.  20 

Submarine fans form on continental slopes and abyssal plains in deepwater settings and are 21 

the ultimate sinks in sediment routing systems. They are crafted by turbidity currents, which 22 
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arguably move more sediment on Earth than any other transport process and their deposits 23 

preserve the thickest accumulations of sediment on Earth1. Like deltas, the morphologies of 24 

submarine fans are quite variable2-4 and largely result from the dynamics of the channels 25 

which move over their surfaces. Unlike deltas, where we have predictive theory for their 26 

morphology5,6, we lack a physics-informed theory that successfully predicts the array of 27 

observed submarine fan morphologies. This is critical as the surface dynamics that produce 28 

these morphologies influence the fidelity of climate change records housed in their strata7, 29 

the frequency and severity of geohazards that threaten subsea infrastructures such as the 30 

network of seafloor cables that hosts the majority of global data traffic 8,9, and voluminous 31 

geofluid reservoirs10. In the last few decades, research has focused on the influence 32 

submarine fans have on global climate. Two avenues along this path are the management of 33 

marine litter, including the transport of microplastics into deep oceans11-15, and burial of 34 

particulate organic carbon16,17.  35 

 Turbidity currents are dilute sediment-gravity flows in which the driving 36 

gravitational force is supplied by turbulently suspended sediments18. These currents can 37 

travel for 102 hours and up to 103 kilometers in deepwater settings (bathymetry ~> 4000 38 

m)19,20, which makes direct monitoring of modern currents challenging. Further 39 

complicating the matter, our ability to infer paleo-hydraulic and sediment-transport regimes 40 

from the strata of ancient fans is limited. While physical experiments provided insight into 41 

interactions of turbidity currents with an antecedent bed topography21-23 over short 42 

timescales, we still lack experimental methods that can produce self-formed channels by 43 

fully turbulent flows and which display sufficient mobility to form a fully dynamic fan 44 

surface24,25.  45 
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 These challenges have influenced the development of forward numerical models of 46 

turbidity currents and their resulting submarine fans. Large computational costs associated 47 

with some models developed in the early part of this century, which required computation 48 

of complex and fully turbulent turbidity currents defined by Navier-Stokes equations, 49 

motivated initial efforts to adapt simplified and reduced complexity process-based models26-50 

28. While these modeling efforts generate realistic gross scale compensational stacking 51 

patterns and lobe-scale geometries over an antecedent surface, they did not account for 52 

erosion of the underlying deposits. The lack of spatial and temporal variations in deposition 53 

and erosion on the fan surface limited their applicability to unchannelized and purely 54 

depositional submarine fans.  55 

We overcome the direct observational, experimental, and modeling limitations that 56 

prevent us from linking properties of turbidity currents to the complex morphologies of 57 

submarine fans by leveraging a previously developed, parallel process-based numerical 58 

model called EMstrata29,30. This model is based on the depth-average approximation of flow 59 

parameters in 3D Navier-Stokes equations of fully turbulent flows31. The model solves 60 

continuity equations for fluid mass, sediment mass, linear momentum, and turbulent kinetic 61 

energy for turbidity currents: in addition to erosion and deposition of cohesive sediments32 62 

and flocculation of mud particles33,34 (see methods). As such we are able to successfully 63 

simulate self-formed channels on fan surfaces that are laterally mobile and avulse through 64 

time to generate complex submarine fan morphologies. Here, we posit that submarine fan 65 

morphology is largely controlled by the densimetric Froude (𝐹𝑟𝐷 = 𝑈√𝑅𝑐𝑔ℎ; where U is the 66 

down system current velocity, R is the submerged specific density of sediment, c is 67 

volumetric sediment concentration, g is gravitational acceleration, and h is the current 68 
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thickness) and Rouse (𝑅𝑜 = 𝑤𝑠𝑘𝑢∗; where ws is the sediment fall velocity, k = von Kármán’s 69 

constant, and u* is the flow shear velocity) numbers of turbidity currents. More specifically, 70 

we hypothesize that flows with low FrD and Ro numbers transport most of their sediment in 71 

suspension through a growing network of branching channels and generate distributive fan 72 

morphologies. Whereas flows with high FrD and high Ro numbers transport sediment in both 73 

suspension and bedload through networks that are often defined by a single channel that 74 

avulses over time to generate a radial fan morphology.  75 

We initiate simulations by introducing a depth-averaged turbidity current which 76 

traverses an inlet channel into a square domain that is scaled by the advection length of the 77 

median grain size in suspension (Fig. 1). In this manner, we simulate currents that rapidly 78 

lose confinement downslope of a canyon or channel-to-fan transition. To isolate the 79 

influence of flow hydraulics and sediment-transport capacity on submarine fan shape and 80 

dynamics we neglect subsidence and changing climatic forcings (i.e. sea-level, water flux, and 81 

sediment supply) within model runs. Simulations are stopped after a defined volume of 82 

sediment is released into the model domain. 83 

Results 84 

The dimensionless regime 85 

Classification systems exist for submarine fans based on characteristics of the terrestrial 86 

feeder system35, preserved grain sizes36,37, facies associations38-40, and preserved 87 

morphology41,42. Other studies leverage observations that fans on high slopes (e.g. Squamish 88 

and Golo fan) are generally small (< 10’s of km) and sandy3,43, intermediate slope fans (e.g. 89 

Gulf of Cadiz and East Breaks) contain both sand and mud4,44, and fans that form on low 90 
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slopes (e.g. Zaire fan) are large (> 1000 km) and rich in mud content2,45. While the studies 91 

that underpin these classification systems report correlations for parameters that influence 92 

fan shape, they generally carry tremendous scatter, which limits their predictive power. 93 

Many of these classification systems assume links to the hydraulics and sediment-transport 94 

capacity of turbidity currents, but we currently lack a predictive framework that explicitly 95 

links fan shape to flow processes.  96 

 We propose a dimensionless regime where submarine fan dynamics and resulting 97 

morphology are defined by two dimensionless variables, the densimetric Froude (FrD) and 98 

Rouse number (Ro) that weigh competing forces in turbidity currents (Fig. 2). The FrD 99 

quantifies the ratio of inertial to gravitational forces within a flow, while the Ro describes 100 

the ratio of settling velocity of sediments to shear velocity in the flow. To implement this 101 

regime, we solve for an equilibrium slope, which we set as our initial bathymetric gradient, 102 

from a choice of FrD as function of bed friction and clear water entrainment46. We compute 103 

for median grain sizes in suspension at the inlet from a choice of Ro as a function of their 104 

settling velocity. While FrD and Ro dynamically change over the evolving fan surface, we 105 

classify fans based on their inlet FrD and Ro values. To capture a wide range of 106 

morphodynamic behaviors, we explore ranges in FrD and Ro for a depth-averaged turbidity 107 

current (Table 1, extended). To avoid either highly erosional or depositional flows, we 108 

performed sensitivity analyses that guided the range of conditions explored. 109 

End member morphodynamics  110 

The simulated submarine fans in our regime diagram have morphologies and surface 111 

dynamics that are defined by FrD and Ro and display striking similarity to both modern and 112 
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preserved examples of submarine fans (Fig. 3-5). In this section, we focus on endmember 113 

submarine fans that are crafted by turbidity currents characterized by subcritical (FrD < 1), 114 

transcritical (FrD = 1) and supercritical (FrD > 1) flow and defined sediment-transport 115 

conditions through Ro. Each numerical submarine defined by the aforementioned conditions 116 

is then compared to a field counterpart.  117 

Our model captures both large and small-scale geomorphic features of subcritical and 118 

low Ro fans that are preserved on low slopes (e.g., Zaire2,45,47) (Fig. 3a). We observe multiple 119 

self-formed sinuous channels bound by prominent levees (Fig. 3b-c). These fans are crafted 120 

by channel networks that fluctuate between one-to-many active channels. The channels 121 

generate a distributive pattern by avulsing at a variety of distances from the inlet channel  122 

(Fig. 3b-c). On the levees, flow tends to locally change criticality and induce formation of 123 

cyclical steps (Fig. 3d). We observe a hierarchy of bifurcations that help partition flux of 124 

sediment and water moving through the growing distributive network (Fig. 3b-c). This 125 

partitioning is variable and leads to the formation of asymmetric branching channels. In 126 

these fans, sand is mainly transported in channels, while silts and muds are deposited on 127 

levees, lobes, and distal parts of the outer fan (Fig. 3e).  128 

Transcritical and intermediate Ro submarine fan surfaces (e.g. Gulf of Cadiz and East 129 

Breaks)4,44 are characterized by self-formed low sinuosity channels that extend in the 130 

primary flow direction (Fig. 4a-c). The channels are bound by well-formed levees that help 131 

maintain the bypass conditions for the majority of their simulated time (Fig. 4d). The channel 132 

avulses infrequently after increased aggradation rates within the channel causes a decrease 133 

in flow confinement. The newly formed channels extend in the major flow direction, which 134 
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eventually leads to an ellipsoidal fan morphology. In this type of fan, sand is transported in 135 

the channels and deposited on lobes and proximal levees, whereas silt and mud are 136 

deposited on the distal parts of the fan surface (Fig. 4e).  137 

 Supercritical and high Ro submarine fans (e.g. Squamish fan)3,43 are characterized by 138 

a self-formed single low-sinuosity channel (Fig. a-b). At the channel-lobe transition the flow 139 

undergoes a hydraulic jump, where the increased flow height and loss of turbulence lead to 140 

deposition of sediments in the form of cyclical steps48 (Fig. 5b-d). These cyclical bedforms 141 

migrate upstream in the channel until the flow confinement decreases and an avulsion is 142 

triggered. This type of fan is predominantly sandy because flow shear stresses inhibit 143 

deposition of silt and mud (Fig. 5e). The absence of flux partitioning at the channel-lobe 144 

transition and avulsions triggered in a single channel system that visits many locations 145 

through time induces an overall radial fan shape.  146 

Submarine fan shape and texture 147 

The shape of submarine fans and the size of the particles they house provide insight into the 148 

hydraulics and sediment-transport capacity of the flows that constructed them. Here we 149 

focus on the planform complexity of submarine fans and use regional bathymetric slopes (or 150 

slope estimates for paleo-fans) and deposit grain sizes to constrain the FrD and Ro 151 

responsible for constructing a given fan. First, we quantify the rugosity of submarine fans as 152 

a proxy for the complexity of their morphologies (Fig. 6a). Contrary to deltas, where the 153 

shoreline represents an important contour for delta front deposition6, there is no established 154 

contour that reflects the influence of forcing conditions on submarine fan shape. We 155 

overcome this by utilizing a deposit thickness contour that delineates the depositional 156 
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midpoint in submarine fans. Specifically, we use a mass-balance transformation49, which 157 

measures downstream distance in terms of sediment mass lost to deposition in a basin. We 158 

define a dimensionless mass extraction parameter, , as: 159 

 χ(𝑟) =  1𝑉𝑠,𝑏 ∫ 𝐵(𝑟)𝐻𝑠(𝑟)𝑑𝑟𝐿
0   

Where Vs,b is the total volume of sediment stored in the basin, L is the total downstream 160 

length of a basin, B is the basin width at a radial distance measured from the end of the 161 

entrance channel r, and Hs is the average thickness of preserved strata along a strike transect 162 

defined by r. The value of χ ranges between 0 and 1, for instance, a value of 0.5 implies that 163 

half of the sediment stored in a basin is upstream of that location. We compute for a 164 

semicircle with an origin at the end of the inlet channel and a radius equivalent to χ = 0.5. We 165 

contour the fan based on the mean deposit thickness on this semi-circle and evaluate its 166 

rugosity as, 167 

𝑅(𝜒 = 0.5) =  1𝑁 ∑ |𝑟𝑐 − 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑑|𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑑
𝑛

𝑖=1  168 

where 𝑁 is the number of deposit thickness maps, 𝑛 is number of x-y locations on the 169 

semicircle, 𝑟𝑐 is the radial distance between the origin of the semicircle and an x-y location 170 

on the mean thickness contour, and 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑑  is the radius of the χ = 0.5 semicircle (Fig. 6a). We 171 

exclude models that exhibit near complete sediment bypass. 172 

The simulations show a systematic increase in planform roughness, quantified 173 

through rugosity, as one explores from the low FrD and high Ro corner of the regime diagram 174 

towards the high FrD and low Ro domain (Fig. 6b). We interpret the joint influence of FrD and 175 

Ro on fan rugosity as thus. Given fans of constant FrD, decreasing Ro results in longer 176 
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transport distances for particles in suspension, allowing active and relatively stable channels 177 

to quickly prograde. In addition, decreasing Ro leads to more poorly sorted sediments, due 178 

to our inlet suspension criteria (see methods). Like prior research on deltaic channels6, we 179 

propose that an increase in sorting promotes more frequent and asymmetric channel 180 

bifurcations, leading to multiple active channels. While this increase in active channels 181 

facilitates the delivery of sediment to more fan locations, the stable and asymmetric nature 182 

of these channels results in jagged contours with high rugosity values.  183 

Traversing our regime along paths of constant Ro but increasing FrD corresponds to 184 

higher shear velocities for flows of equivalent thickness at the inlet, which inhibits 185 

deposition of silts and finer sands and promotes the maintenance of fewer active channels. 186 

These channels terminate in a single large mouth bar deposit covered with backstepping 187 

cyclical bedforms. This promotes channel mobility through infrequent avulsions caused by 188 

the loss of confinement due to the backstepping bedforms. As a result, fan rugosity increases 189 

due to the elongation of the relatively active few channels, contrary to the processes 190 

responsible for increasing rugosity through decreasing Ro. However, as FrD increases past 191 

criticality sediment bypass conditions are reached and further increases in FrD produce 192 

unfavorable conditions for channel initiation and maintenance.  193 

Surface and subsurface predictions 194 

While rugosity alone is not a unique indicator of FrD and Ro, fan rugosity coupled with 195 

knowledge of one of these parameters allows for the estimation of the other. For example, 196 

the rugosity of modern submarine fans can be estimated with high resolution bathymetric 197 

and shallow seismic surveys, whereas for ancient fan deposits it can be estimated with 198 
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industry-grade 3-D seismic surveys. FrD can then be estimated with the regional 199 

(paleo)slopes and existing empirical functions for drag coefficients and clear water 200 

entrainment46, as implemented in our model. Fan rugosity and FrD can then be used to invert 201 

for the Ro of the inlet flow to a fan. Furthermore, sediment sizes suspended in the inlet flow 202 

can be estimated from knowledge of the feeder channel depth. This would involve estimating 203 

the shear velocity of the inlet flow from channel depth and FrD, followed by use of the Ro to 204 

solve for sediment sizes in transport through a settling velocity.  205 

Alternatively, estimates of flow Ro in a fan feeder channel coupled with fan rugosity 206 

allows for the inversion of FrD. Here, the challenge is to estimate a paleo-flow Ro of the feeder 207 

channel. This can be done with access to statistics of deposit grain sizes, for example from 208 

core measurements. This would entail using an assumption that the largest preserved 209 particles met a Shield’s criterion, which could be used to invert for a shear velocity. The Ro 210 

can then be calculated with a characteristic settling velocity of the median particle size in 211 

transport. To accomplish this, we found and utilized an empirical relationship (see methods) 212 

between fan rugosity and a ratio formed by the sizes of the median particles in transport to 213 

the median size in the deposit (Fig. 7a-b).  214 

Discussion 215 

Defining conditions that lead to the diversity of submarine fan morphologies found on the 216 

ocean floor opens the potential for inversion of fan form for paleo-environmental 217 

reconstructions and prediction of their future role in the global carbon cycle. We link the 218 

complexity of submarine fan form to critical dimensionless parameters that are proxies for 219 

the gradients of continental margins and the particle sizes in transport. However, we note 220 
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these dimensionless variables are constructed with important dimensional parameters (e.g. 221 

current thickness, mean velocity, and diameter of particles in transport). Further, we note 222 

that many large fan systems, including the Zaire2,45, Indus50, and Bengal fans16, are found on 223 

low gradient margins and house fine-grained deposits. In contrast, many steep margin and 224 

sandy systems are also small in scale3,43,51. This dimensional correlation between fan size, 225 

margin gradient and preserved deposit texture might point to important contributions from 226 

the dimensional parameters housed in the FrD and Ro. To test the importance of scale on our 227 

results, namely the dimensionless regime, we ran sensitivity tests in which a suite of fans 228 

were generated (Fig. 8 a-c, extended). These runs had different combinations of input flow 229 

thickness (Fig. 8 b, extended), velocity (Fig. 8 c, extended), and particle sizes, but shared 230 

equivalent FrD and Ro. The results of these tests support our hypothesis that submarine fan 231 

complexity is set by the FrD and Ro of the turbidity currents that formed them. While gradient 232 

and particle sizes delivered to a fan are correlated to a fan’s size, the complexity of its shape 233 

is set by flow and sediment-transport fields. Specifically, FrD influences the morphology of a 234 

submarine fan by setting thresholds in erosion and deposition in combination with a choice 235 

of Ro. A component of the correlation between fan size, gradient, and particle sizes can also 236 

be explained from our dimensionless parameters. For example, a flow that is characterized 237 

by low FrD and Ro generates a fan surface that is large in scale due to increased advection 238 

lengths of the median grain sizes in suspension, compared to a fan that is formed by flows 239 

that have a higher FrD and Ro. We show this scale difference in the simulated fans of our 240 

regime diagram (Fig. 2, subcritical fans (FrD < 1) reach up to 40 kms of downstream length 241 

as compared to some supercritical fans (FrD > 1) that are less than 10 km in downstream 242 

length).  243 
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We further explore the role of cohesive sediment on fan shape through a suite of 244 

sensitivity tests. This is motivated by studies of other depositional forms, for example deltas, 245 

where sediment cohesion has been linked to the rugosity of shorelines6,52 . We investigate 246 

this by varying the input mud content in the flow and examine how the percent of the total 247 

sediment concentration comprised of clay particles influences the absolute magnitude of the 248 

resulting morphology metrics (Fig. 9, extended). We find that while changing mud content 249 

over a range of 5-60% of the input flux did change the specific placement of channels and 250 

lobes, it only produced modest changes in fan rugosity (at most 17% from our base case 251 

models). As such, a third axis defined by mud content could be generated for the regime 252 

diagram implemented here to account for erosion and deposition dynamics imparted by the 253 

cohesive fraction of the sediment concentration. However, this third axis is likely less 254 

significant for fan rugosity than the axes defined by FrD and Ro.  255 

 For turbidity currents to propagate any significant distance, they must generate  256 

enough turbulence to enable suspension of sediments, referred to as the Knapp-Bagnold 257 

criterion18,53 (U > Ws/S). We avoid failure of this criterion and thus excessive depositional 258 

flows at the inlet by enforcing a Shield’s criterion that requires suspension of the D99 of the 259 

sediment distribution. This leads to emerging trends in sorting as a function of FrD and Ro at 260 

the inlet (Fig. 10, extended). We find that sorting influences the fraction of a fan surface 261 

covered by active channels and the style and rate of channel mobility. Submarine fans 262 

constructed by low FrD and Ro, coupled with poor sediment sorting, show a higher degree of 263 

channelization and development of distributary networks. The development of these 264 

complex networks can be linked to the wide range of settling velocities for the particles in 265 

transport, which leads to spatially variable deposition and erosion rates. This generates 266 
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multiple nucleation sites for channel initiation and the formation of mouth bars that drive 267 

channel bifurcation (Fig. 3c). We note that both degree of channelization and the distributary 268 

nature of the emergent channels decreases when FrD and Ro increase, as flows become well 269 

sorted. In these fans, the incoming flows rapidly become purely depositional, suppressing 270 

the growth of complex channel patterns. We note that at extremely high FrD values 271 

channelization is lost as most sediment bypasses the domain, hindering levee development 272 

that confines flows (Fig. 2). Future investigation could explore different criteria to define 273 

input grain size distributions, for example, keeping sorting constant across a spectrum of FrD 274 

and Ro, which may possibly quantify further the influence of sorting on emergent patterns 275 

of channel networks on the fan surface. 276 

Deepwater submarine fans are the ultimate sink in routing systems and their complex 277 

morphologies have been described through a hierarchy of landforms54, which can be linked 278 

to a hierarchy of features preserved in their strata55,56. Further, recent work suggests that 279 

differences in migration rates of features across hierarchical levels controls the degree to 280 

which scales of stratigraphic features (i.e. preserved channel body thickness) resemble 281 

common scales of surface features (i.e. channel depth)57. This complex stratigraphic 282 

hierarchy can develop even under constant environmental forcing, as we show with our 283 

model, due to intricate feedback mechanisms between flow and antecedent bed surfaces 284 

(autogenics). These autogenic processes and their stratigraphic products makes restoration 285 

of signals of paleo-environmental significance challenging58,59. The model leveraged in this 286 

study produces intricate autogenic behavior and a hierarchy of landforms on the fan surface, 287 

all with different migration rates, which vary as a function of FrD and Ro of turbidity currents 288 

(See movies, extended). For instance, we show that low gradient fans with relatively low Ro 289 
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promotes a distributive network of channels that delivers sediments to many locations on 290 

the surface of a fan. The complexity of these networks is not constant over a model run and 291 

varies as channels avulse and new channels evolve with different initial conditions. As such, 292 

networks can vary in number of active distributaries anywhere between one to many. This 293 

intricate and rather dynamic style of autogenic behavior challenges stratigraphers’ ability to 294 

decipher signals of environmental significance from preserved fan strata, such as from 295 

outcrops and seismic volumes. We also show that high gradient fans crafted by high FrD tend 296 

to localize deposition in and at the terminus of a single channel network. This style of 297 

deposition at the channel-to-lobe transition facilitates choked flow conditions and triggers 298 

an avulsion, which results in a shift of locus of deposition on the fan surface. This autogenic 299 

configuration reduces the area on the fan surface that is active at any one time. The lack of 300 

compensational stacking over these meso-timescales likely imparts significant hiatuses in 301 

the fan strata, reducing the temporal completeness of preserved records. The flows that craft 302 

these single channel networks also efficiently bypass clay particles that carry sedimentary 303 

signals7. Combined, periods of depositional stasis on the fan surface and bypass of fines likely 304 

limits our ability to leverage high gradient strata for paleo-climatic inversions. The observed 305 

complexity in the migration dynamics of channels that emerges as a function of FrD and Ro 306 

also likely limits our ability to leverage some reduced complexity models for deciphering 307 

signals of climatic and tectonic significance from ordered submarine fan strata. This is due 308 

to the limited range of autogenic processes currently produced by some models, which often 309 

do not contain rules to describe threshold changes in autogenic processes as a function of 310 

flow and sediment-transport conditions28 , as we highlighted in this study.  311 
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Results from our dimensionless regime diagram have implications beyond predicting the 312 

morphology of submarine fans and the inversion of fan form for paleo-environmental 313 

conditions. We show that submarine fans crafted by turbidity currents that are traversing 314 

relatively low gradients and transporting fine particles in suspension can efficiently trap 315 

more mud compared to fans crafted by turbidity currents traversing higher gradients with 316 

relatively coarse particles in suspension (Fig. 11, extended). We highlight that flows with 317 

subcritical FrD and low Ro favors higher settling rates for sediment that are less than 62.5 318 

m in diameter, due to the relatively low shear velocities that characterizes these systems. 319 

A high fraction of sediment in the mud size range (< 62.5 m) consists of clays whose mineral 320 

surface properties60 favors adsorption of particulate organic carbon, which can be preserved 321 

if rapidly buried to only several cms of depth. This suggest that subcritical fans on low slopes 322 

in deepwater settings are favorable spots for sequestering large volumes of organic carbon 323 

via increased burial rates of mud supplied by turbidity currents. The higher trapping 324 

potential and preservation rates of organic carbon in these fans16 likely buffers long term 325 

atmospheric CO2 levels and can significantly impact global climate change on geological 326 

timescales. 327 

We conclude that the remarkable diversity of submarine fan morphology on the modern 328 

ocean floor can be generated solely by changing critical dimensionless variables that  329 

describe the flow and sediment-transport fields of turbidity currents. This unifying 330 

framework ties transport processes to fan form and is defined by the FrD and Ro of turbidity 331 

currents. Our results demonstrate the utility of leveraging a process-based forward model, 332 

which accounts for all important turbidity current forcing mechanisms, for simulation of 333 

complex and geologically realistic submarine fan morphology. Finally, the controls on fan 334 
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complexity, highlighted in our regime space, will aid inversion of fan form for paleo-335 

environmental conditions and help identify those fans that act as critical reservoirs in Earth’s 336 

carbon cycle.   337 

 338 
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Methods  358 

Flow-forcing and sediment-transport parameters. In the interest of capturing a range of 359 

morphodynamic behaviors within submarine fans that are defined by different slopes and 360 

mean grain sizes, we propose a dimensionless regime space. This is achieved by defining the 361 

horizontal axis of the regime space as FrD, which quantifies the ratio of inertial to 362 

gravitational forces within a turbidity current. It is calculated as  𝐹𝑟𝐷 =  𝑢 √𝑅𝑔𝑐ℎ⁄ , using 363 

depth-average values for important forcing variables within the flow, such as velocity (𝑢), 364 

concentration (𝑐), and height of the current (ℎ). We set c = 5% , ℎ = 5 𝑚,  𝑅 = 1.65, and 𝑔 =365 9.8 𝑚/𝑠2 at the inlet, and therefore, by varying FrD we only vary the velocity magnitude at 366 

the inlet. We compute for an equilibrium slope 𝑆 = ((𝑒𝑤 + 𝑐𝑑) ∗ 𝐹𝑟𝐷2 + 0.5 ∗ 𝑒𝑤), as a 367 

function of friction at the bed and clear water entrainment from a choice of FrD, where 𝑒𝑤  is 368 

the clear water entrainment coefficient, calculated from the FrD46, and 𝑐𝑑 is the coefficient of 369 

friction with a fixed value of 0.004. On the vertical axis, we define the 𝑅𝑜 = 𝑤𝑠 (𝑘 ∗ 𝑢∗)⁄ , 370 

which quantifies the ratio of settling velocity of sediments (𝑤𝑠) to shear velocity (𝑢∗) in the 371 

flow, where k is von Kármán’s constant.  372 

Input grain size distribution and criterion for suspension. We compute the mean settling 373 

velocity of sediments < 𝑤𝑠 > from a choice of Ro using the Dietrich61 method, which then 374 

allows us to indirectly compute for the grain sizes in suspension (Fig.10a extended). We 375 

compute a lognormal distribution sampled by 10 quartz sediment sizes with 5 m clay 376 

particles (10% of the total sediment concertation) added to the final sediment mixture. We 377 

compute sorting (Fig. 10b extended) for this log normal distribution by leveraging the 378 
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shields curve of suspension, such that 𝐷99 or finer sediment sizes will honor the Bagnold 379 

Criterion18.  380 

Scaling of the simulation domain. We scale the simulation domain by leveraging a 381 

modified version of the advection length, 𝑙𝑎 = < 𝑢 >∗ ℎ𝑐 𝑤𝑠⁄ , which describes the minimum 382 

horizontal distance over which the mean grain size within a flow can be transported before 383 

making contact with the bed62. In this formulation, <𝑢 > is the depth-average velocity of the 384 

flow at the inlet, ℎ𝑐  describes the height of the center of mass within a turbidity current. This 385 

height is calculated as, ℎ𝑐 = ℎ ∗  (0.5 ∗ 𝑧𝑐 + 0.25(1 − 𝑧𝑐)), where ℎ is the height of the 386 

current at the inlet, and zc is the normalized distanced from the bed to the maximum 387 

volumetric concentration in the flow, and is set to 0.9 when 𝐹𝑟𝐷 < 0.5 and 𝑧𝑐 = 0.09 ∗ 𝐹𝑟𝐷−2.8 388 

when 𝐹𝑟𝐷 > 0.563. 389 

Boundary conditions. The evolution of topography is solved on a flat non-erodible surface 390 

with a triangular irregular network (TIN) grid of average 50 m mesh. For post-processing 391 

we interpolate the data onto a Cartesian grid. The entrance channel and upstream boundary 392 

walls are closed (and reflect flows), whereas the side and downstream boundaries are open 393 

and allow flows to exit the domain. We implement a model stopping condition by fixing the 394 

total volume of sediment released into the domain at 1.25x1011 cubic meters. As a result, 395 

subcritical cases require longer computation run-time due to relatively low velocity 396 

magnitudes, whereas supercritical simulations take relatively shorter times, given the rapid 397 

delivery of the set amount of total sediment volume.   398 

Simulator. EMstrata uses a four equation model31 that solves for bedload fluxes64, erosion 399 

rates65, deposition rates66, flocculation of clay particles33,34, and the influence of cohesion on 400 
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the underlying deposit32. Models are solved using a finite volume method with a dynamic 401 

time step that is a function of grid spacing, flow velocity, and wave speed. A more detailed 402 

description of the depth-averaged theory, governing equations and analyses of their 403 

approximate analytical solutions, and a choice of the numerical solver is published in prior 404 

studies29,30.  405 

Inversion to median grain sizes in transport.  Our method to invert for fan forming flow 406 

FrD from Ro and fan rugosity takes advantage of deposit grain size statistics. We highlight a 407 

gradient in our regime diagram of a ratio between median particle sizes in transport to the 408 

median particle sizes preserved in the fan, GSRatio. This gradient is in the same direction as 409 

the observed gradient in fan rugosity as a function of FrD and Ro. An empirical relationship 410 

was then fit to allow for estimation of GSRatio from fan rugosity (Fig. 7).  411 

 412 

 413 

 414 

 415 

 416 

 417 

 418 

 419 

 420 
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Figures 613 

 614 

Fig.1 | Numerical setup. a, Schematic cross-section of a turbidity current with important 615 

depth-averaged terms highlighted in red. b, Example of a model domain [50 x 50 km] with a 616 

flat non-erodible slope. Black lines trace upstream boundaries of domain that are closed and 617 

reflect flow, whereas blue lines trace boundaries that are open and allow the flow to exit the 618 

domain.  619 

 620 

 621 
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 622 

Fig.2 | Dimensionless regime diagram. A subset of simulated fans displays different 623 

planform morphologies that result from defined combinations of FrD and Ro. Note that range 624 

of fan thicknesses displayed in color and the horizontal scale vary between models. Models 625 

in the last row have domain size of 55 x 50 km whereas the remaining models have a domain 626 

size of 35 x 30 km. White bars denotes 10 km of length. Additional variables are listed in 627 

Table 1.  628 

 629 
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 630 

Fig.3 | Comparison of a simulated subcritical fan to the Zaire fan system, offshore 631 

Congo. a, Bathymetry map of the modern Zaire fan system47. b, Deposit thickness (m). c, 632 

Velocity field on the active fan surface. d,  FrD state on the active fan surface. e, Grain sizes 633 

on the active fan surface.  The subcritical fan simulation is characterized by a distributive 634 

transport pattern, multiple active and sinuous channels, a hierarchy of bifurcations, and 635 

overall mud rich deposit that resembles the Zaire fan47 (a). [Reprinted by permission from 636 

Springer Nature, Springer Geology, Submarine Fans and Their Channels, Leveed, and Lobes, 637 

Mark E. Deptuck, Zoltan Sylvester, 2018]. See movie for this model run in supplemental 638 

materials. 639 
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 640 

Fig.4 | Comparison of a simulated transcritical fan to the Quaternary East Breaks 641 

basin-IV submarine fan, offshore Gulf of Mexico. a, spectrally decomposed seismic 642 

horizon of the East Breaks basin-IV submarine fan. The yellow dotted lines highlight 643 

channelized bodies that prograded into basin-IV. b, Deposit thickness (m). c, Velocity field 644 

on the active fan surface. d,  FrD state on the active fan surface. e, Grain sizes on the active 645 

fan surface.  The supercritical fan simulation (b-e) shows a sinuous channel that progrades 646 

into the basin (b-c), formation of cyclical steps on the active lobe surface (b), and distribution 647 

of grain sizes on the active fan surface (e). See movie for this model run in supplemental 648 

materials. 649 

 650 

 651 
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 652 

Fig.5 | Comparison of a simulated supercritical fan to the modern Squamish fan, 653 

offshore British Colombia. a, Bathymetry map of the modern Squamish fan51. b, Deposit 654 

thickness (m). c, velocity field on the active fan surface. d,  FrD state on the active fan surface. 655 

e, Grain sizes on the active fan surface. The supercritical fan simulation (b-e) shows 656 

characteristic cyclical bedforms (a) formed due to hydraulic jumps, a single active and low-657 

sinuosity channel (c), and sand rich deposit (e) that resembles a high slope modern fan51 (a). 658 

See movie for this model run in supplemental materials.  659 

 660 

 661 

 662 

 663 
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 665 

Fig.6| Planform morphometry in simulated fans. a, Deposit thickness maps for select 666 

submarine fans show contour used to measure rugosity. The white semicircle defines a 667 

distance from the inlet upstream of which half of the sediments in the model domain are 668 

stored. The black contour is computed for a mean elevation along the semicircle. Color bars 669 

denote thickness [m]. b, Matrix shows computed rugosity for all models. White area 670 

represents models in which input sediment largely bypassed model domains. Colored dots 671 

correspond to rugosity measurements for fans displayed in Fig. 6a.   672 

 673 
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 679 

Fig.7 | Empirical relationship between ratio of median grain size in transport at the 680 

inlet to median grain size preserved in the deposit and fan rugosity. a, Matrix shows 681 

grain size ratio (Gs_ratio) computed for all models with a significant deposit. b, A logarithmic 682 

trend is fit to the scatter plot of Gs_ratio and fan rugosity. This trend line allows for 683 

estimation of mean grain sizes in suspension for a given FrD and Ro value.  684 
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Extended Section 696 

 697 

Table 1. | Select model variables used in this study.  698 
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 699 

Fig.8| Sensitivity of submarine fan shape to dimensional scales in Froude number 700 

(FrD) of the flow at the inlet. a, Simulated submarine fans in this row display our base case 701 

scenario where at the inlet we fix the height of the current (h) and  volumetric concentration 702 

of suspended sediments (c). So by varying Froude number of the flow we only vary the mean 703 

velocity (u) at the inlet.  b, In this row, we show the resulting submarine fan morphology by 704 

doubling the height of the current (h) and reducing the concentration (c) by half to keep 705 

equivalent dimensionless value for FrD c, In this row, we increase the mean velocity (U) of 706 

the current at the inlet by proportionally increasing the height of the current (h) and 707 

concentration of suspended sediments (c). We show that while the internal architecture of 708 

the simulated strata changes as a result of the variation in the dimensional scales, the overall 709 

shape remains similar and shows strong dependence to unique dimensionless values of FrD 710 

and RO of turbidity current at the inlet. All models have identical grid dimensions and color 711 

bars denote thickness [m].    712 

 713 
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 714 

Fig.9| Sensitivity of submarine shape to ranges in mud content. Matrix shows the 715 

influence of cohesion on the resulting fan morphology by increasing input mud content from 716 

5 to 60% at the inlet for a subset fans from the regime diagram. Note the final morphology 717 

in these models might be different i.e. placement of channels and lobes on the fan surface, 718 

however the overall shape remains similar. Color bar denotes the thickness of the fan at the 719 

end of the simulation.    720 
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 721 

Fig.10| Select parameters design for the dimensionless regime. a, Median grain sizes, b. 722 

Sorting, c. Maximum grain size, d. Inlet shear velocity.  723 

 724 
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 725 

Fig.11| Preservation of mud across the dimensionless regime. Matrix shows 726 

preservation of total mud content in all simulated submarine fans. The white region denotes 727 

models that are predominantly sandy and did not deposit any significant mud content.  728 
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